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Anchor Group Holdings
Launches a 2nd opportunistic offer for cash for R100m

JSE: ACG

1325 cents

Mcap: R1.985m

52 wk Hi/Lo: 1460c /350c

Hot on the heels of sparkling interim results, late
yesterday, Anchor announced it would raise a
further R100m of cash from eligible shareholders
in a book build range of 1100 cents – 1250 cents
(30 day VWAP is 1193 cents). With R218m cash in
hand and under on on-going cautionary, Anchor
decided to raise some petty cash to add to its war
chest to fund its growth via strategic acquisition.
Having reached a post interim share price high of
1460 cents, in the past days – perhaps in
anticipation of the share placement – the stock has
fallen 10% to 1325 cents; thus the indicative VWAP
discount remains 10%. The stock was down 6.4%
today on the placing news.

7 day change
30 day change
90 day change
6 month change
1 year change
Year to date change

+1.1%
+36.1%
+32.9%
+40.4%
+304.3%
+96.5%

Small Talk Recommendation
YE Target price 2015

1500 cents

Anchor, had a prior opportunistic offer for cash in
th
June 5 2015 @ 1080 cents
Buy
November 2014 at 620 cents and participants in
nd
January 2 2015 @ 715 cents
Buy
rd
that R250m issue have fared handsomely as
September 3 2014 @ 200 cents
Buy
Anchor’s growth strategy delivered the necessary
earnings to sustain and hold the market’s attention. The current cash call must deliver the same as must the
accretive earnings from the pending deals alluded to in the SENS and accompanying presentation.
At 1325 cents, the counter is not cheap, but is a ‘darling’ with the retail market and I’d be happier with a
period of lethargy. However, with aggressive growth plans involving increased AUM accretion, new product
launches (CIS, institutional pension funds and offshore products) and a push to punch up its distribution
ability, both locally and offshore, all should aid Anchor’s accelerated earnings growth thus supporting its
current lofty PE.
nd

I selected Anchor Group in my Top 5 Portfolio for 2015 on January 2 when it was at 715 cents and set a bold
year-end target price of 1200 cents (+68%). I was widely derided at the time. That YE target price was
rd
attained on March 23 and I then revised my target for the stock to 1500 cents based on my expectations of
strong earnings growth driven by firm assets under management (AUM) expansion alongside the probable
extrapolated benefits from the cautionary that Anchor was/is under. The return to date is 85.3%.
Having doubled my money from supporting the prior issue of shares for cash, the present offer (and resultant
discount to VWAP) is not as generous as the past. However, astute management would not have undertaken
such an endeavour unless they believed it a compelling and value accretive move. I will continue to give them
the benefit of the doubt, given past performance, and I would take my allocation if available.
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